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Project 1: Chronicling device for immaterial phenomenon.
This first project will be an opportunity to
develop some aptitudes and approaches to
seeing architecture and material as being
outside the realm of the immediate and
perceptual object.
In fact, you will be specifically looking for
things that are hidden, invisible and
impossible to see with the naked eye but
are definitively operated, modulated and
affected by what buildings.
Sound and light, for example can only be
made present by a medium. That is to say
we will NEVER see, feel or experience light
unless it engages and interfaces with a
material. Without material or even an
interruption, we would not even be aware of
light. It is this interaction, the modulation of
a stained glass window, the heat from a
thermal mass will only be apparent if we
interrupt or even delay the invisible.

The same goes for sound. Sound will not EXIST within a vacume. It must move through a medium
of matter and material for it to even be present. To be amplified it must reverberate, resonate,
reflect to be heard. The medium can conduct the sound in a number of ways: Either by
transmission (conduction along a tensile string), refraction and reflection (as in a theatre or concert
space) etc.
If we were to take Le Corbusier’s expression “L’acoustique Plastique” (which sounds like a terrible
French electro band from the 80’s). He is describing not only an acoustical condition (which is
BEYOND evident in his buildings) he is also describing the necessity of total modulation of every

aspect of a building envelope. The building must resonate VISUALLY and formally with the
horizon; the circulation must reverberate and amplify through other circulation patterns.
But sound an light are not the only immaterial phenomenon: There are many others that may
present an opportunity to explore through a building: consider:
Time, Gravity, Aether, Vibration, electricity, pressure, static, radiation etc.
Project steps and due dates
1) Research: you are to choose and explore an otherwise hidden immaterial phenomenon intrigues
you. This immaterial phenomenon must interact with a building: How it interacts must be real, but
not necessarily evident.
You are to identify and begin historical research on the origins of the discovery of these immaterial
phenomenon and the instrumentation developed to their observation. The suggested period would
be within 50 years before and after the turn of the century. This research should primarily focus on
the work of an inventor or a phenomenon that intrigues you whose outcome of research is in the
form of a detection instrument of this phenomenon.
Some suggestions would include: Michael Faraday (father of modern capacitance), Leon Therimen
(father of the modern therimin), Jules Eienne Marey. (photographer), Nicolas Tesla, Thomas
Edison and Hermann Von Helmholtz.

2) Chronicling of phenomenon and representation of the phenomenon through drawing. Using any
means at your disposal (digital recorders, cameras, video cameras and drawing). Chronicle and
record the phenomenon that you have discovered over an extended period of time. Situate this
phenomenon in any of the three buildings in the faculty of architecture. (JAR, Arch II and CAST).
These chronicles are intended to be investigations into how the phenomenon manifest themselves
and what techniques (amplification, temporal, filtration and agency) should be used to make them
apparent). A substantial amount of media should be investigated and uploaded to the blog and the
appropriate media site (vimeo, flickr, soundcloud).
3) Device: Based on both your discoveries in the research phase (historical, scientific and
investigative): construction of an interface, device or instrument that allows you to detect, express,
and chronicle the phenomenon you have chosen. These devices must be well crafted, durable and
able to withstand a substantial about of use. For the best results, these should be based on
existing devices that you may have found during the research phase. They may be analogue or
they may even be augmented by electronic / digital means.
4) Chronicles of the device. At this stage, the device must be usable and must be practiced in order
to accumulate a substantial amount of information drawn from a site, location or time. The devices
must be able communicate through some form of medium (paper, sound recording, photography
etc.) and allow for interpretive possibilities in investigating the medium (ie: it should not just record
but interpret). You are to test this device and collect the information from your original investigative
site as well as others to demonstrate its robustness and interpretive value.

Friday September 23rd
Studio reviews of phase 1: All students will make a 20 minute presentation of their research and
investigations. They will provide evidence of research into their phenomenon as well as in depth
historical / scientific research. Preliminary Chronicles are expected and will be discussed
Monday September 26th
Studio reviews: preliminary drawings and conceptual approaches to proposed device to be
developed.
Tuesday September 27th
Studio reviews: preliminary drawings and conceptual approaches to proposed device to be
developed.
Tuesday October 4th
Devices in their complete and functioning states are due.
Thursday October 6th
Chronicles (from completed devices) as well as historical/scientific research are due. Interim review
will be based on a review of all the work in the studio to date.

